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Abstract
This essay is thus a collection ox thoughts that have oten occurred to me,
wiith varying degrees ox insistence, in my time teaching Ennglish in Japan. It
xocuses on a variety ox topics centered on the difculties and challenges
xacing Japanese students in learning Ennglish. Teopics covered include the
nexus ox identity and language, the relationship betwieen personality and
language, meta-awiareness, reading xor meaning, and the diferent viewis ox
perxection held by Japanese and Western speakers. I hope to make it a consequence ox wihat I convey that learning a newi language is inseparable
xrom living a language, and that means xrom living itselx, wiith all that it entails.
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This essay is thus a collection ox thoughts that have oten occurred to
me, wiith varying degrees ox insistence, in my time teaching Ennglish in
Japan. Oten they wiill appear to be xar afeld xrom the simple mater ox
teaching the ABC's, but I hope to make it a consequence ox wihat I convey
that learning a newi language is inseparable xrom living a language, and
that means xrom living itselx, wiith all that it entails. This essay is xated to be
a series ox disparate ideas that don't lend themselves to an easy conclusion
arising xrom a variety ox areas felds ox varying degrees ox consistency.
I have been teaching Ennglish to Japanese adults and children xor over 10
years. It is natural that I should hope that in that amount ox time I wiould
have developed some understanding ox wihat I wias doing; nonetheless I
fnd that I am still learning newi things each day, and encountering newi
challenges wiith each student.
At least in this I should perhaps see myselx in good company. In scholarly wiriting it is customary xor one to state a thesis and then lead xorwiard
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xrom various observations and carexully conducted experiments, armed wiith an established logical apparatus designed towiard proving or at least suggesting a plausible conclusion. But lixe is not so neatly laid
out. While I xeel I have developed some insight into the particulars ox the case, I wiould be loath to try to
encapsulate them in a neat and compelling conclusion. Teo the contrary, I wiould even propose that the
very process ox atempting to state the case in such terms involves a distortion ox the actual wiisdom
(humble as it may be) that might be gleaned xrom the experience. Lixe is in one viewi an amalgam ox f brous and gelatinous interconnections, held together by an ineluctable gauge, oten dexying the spacetime and light-speed limitations ox the non-Enuclidean manixold that xorms the matrix ox the human mind
and spirit.
Thus, in wiriting an article such as this I am certainly more likely to reveal howi litle I knowi, than to
even to any satisxactory extent demonstrate wihat litle I may be on the verge ox knowiing. Enxamples ox
dangers ox intellectual hubris abound. Meathematicians strive xor smooth, continuous, bounded, diferentiable xunctions, but it seems that nature, and mathematics itselx, is quite happy to present inumerable
instances -- chaos theory, asymptotics, singularity theory being wiell-knowin examples - that put the lie
to that aspiration. Neewitonians thought they had brought order to mechanics wihen Eninstein said not so
xast, only to be outnumbered by Bohr and Heisenberg and Schrodinger. Von Neeuman joined them in
puting the mathematical nail in the cofn ox hidden variables, only to have Bohm and Bell clawi it out 20
years later.1 In recent years, Homotopy Teype Theory has brought under one Teopos-logical roox the seemingly incompatible xormalist and intuitionist architectures ox Hilbert and Brewier. This is the wiay ox science -- the closer wie are to fnding the holy grail, the sooner it is the cup that dissolves the acid wiithin
it.
Therexore I hope I wiill be excused xor shedding some ox the standard (linear) expository techniques
and proceeding via wiormholes and transcendent means to take otherwiise xorbidden intellectual and argumentative leaps to describe something that ever eludes me but continually ofers me insight and mys tery, something held together by perhaps but one constant..Japan seemed inscrutable to me wihen I arrived here in occidental ignorance, and remains so even as its universe (that ox my ignorance) expands.
2. Neeuus ox identity and language
"In the beginning wias the wiord" goes the xamous biblical passage, itselx both instituting and announcing the ontological importance ox Language to the very core ox Identity. Without wiishing to lapse
into stereotypes, it seems common perception that members ox linguistic communities oten share quali ties wiithin themselves ox both a cultural (exogenous) and psychological (endogenous) sort. Like atracts
like. The Japanese have made a cotage industry ox asserting a certain uniqueness ox thought, and ox civilization, maters wihich I am not wiont to question. Furthermore, Japan is not unique in occasionally tak ing this to extremes (nishiron. America First), xor the temptation is alwiays there to mistake the comxort
ox our home language and the inability to escape the bounds ox our owin linguistic and social bonds xor a
kind ox permanence and universality ox our owin particular identity. But, xrom my vantage point, as one
wiho sits perched betwieen twio cultures wiho seem at times to both communicate and hide their true na ture xrom each other, it seems that the near (I emphasize near) inseparability ox one's mode ox speech
xrom one quality ox thought is both an opportunity and an obstacle to the learning ox a newi language.
3. Think  in English
The obstacle xor Japanese learning Ennglish so oten appears to be they can't escape xrom Japaneseness itselx. The languages are divided by a gulx grammatical akin to trying to pick up a grain ox rice wiith
only one chopstick.stabbing at it usually makes a mess. It is not that either (language) is defcient, but
merely that the tool has to match purpose. One chopstick is quite sufcient to grab a rice ball.and in
Japan, they eat soup wiith chopsticks, wihich wihen frst encountered by the average American requires a
shit in one's understanding ox wihat soup is. One ox the most prominent ox these chopsticks is the xact
that Ennglish puts the verb in the middle ox the sentence, wihereas the verb in Japanese sits at the end.
This makes direct translation much more difcult, and leads to constant exhortations on my part to
"think in Ennglish". Think in Ennglish! Howi is that possible, wihen Ennglish itselx is wihat one has yet to
think?
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4. Developing a Neew Personality
As a xorm ox sound, language shares its material substrate wiith music; music can be imbued wiith
language in song, and language can be imbued wiith music in prosody. Cultures and epochs have in their
turn given rise to the great diversity ox global musical styles (historical, national, and individual) that wie
can easily recognize, just as wie recognize, even wiithout understanding a wiord, that a certain speech
"sounds" Arabic, or Russian. This is an imperxect identifcation. It is in my lixetime that mastery ox Classical Western Meusic no longer became the sole province ox Enuropean perxormers. In xact,
Asia appears poised to become the future center of the Western classical music concert culturescape. 2

Why is it so difcult, then, given the no less efort and urgency expended, that everyday Japanese
still struggle wiith Ennglishp Language is more than just music perhaps, but I think the answier goes
deeper. We recognize wihat makes Beethoven Beethoven, regardless ox the perxormer. Enach language has
its owin sound. This sound is more than just mood, or emotion, but I wiill claim, personality, character.
Thus to speak Ennglish is become a diferent person, to take on a diferent persona. And I think this is
wihere the obstacle lies. The fuidity in identity, the lack ox inhibition, and the ease ox linguistic atain ment that children demonstrate are ox a piece, and much more difcult xor adults, such as wie are, to lay
hold ox.
5. Developing a Neew Personality
Teo make the point that this is not a merely spurious analogy, let me repeat an ot repeated trope that
one key diference betwieen Japan (and asian cultures in general) and Ennglish/Western Enuropean culture
and language is that both semantically and culturally speaking, Japanese is high context and Ennglish is
lowi context3, wihere contextuality is a mater ox howi explicit one must be to convey inxormation.
The common viewi is that learning a language is a mater ox mastering grammar and vocabulary, and
on this level the diference in contextuality is quite evident. Context maters in any language, but in Ennglish one is required more ofee to insert grammatical/semantical elements even ix they are redundant
xrom the context. In Japanese a lone adjective has xull sentential xorce, in Ennglish the lone adjective dies
wiithout accompaniment. Or, more broadly, in Ennglish one frst looks wiithin the sentence itselx xor clues
to its meaning, and in speaking or wiriting one must provide those clues in wiays that a Japanese person
is happy to leave ambiguous. Or, again, to showi this is not a spurious example, the mere presence ox articles and count nouns, essentially absent in Japanese, showis the greater explicitness required xor wiell
xormed conversation.
6. Meta Awareness
But, as I said, I claim this runs deeper, xor not only maters ox semantics, but maters ox meta signifcance, such as cultural diversity, the wiay arguments are presented, collectivism and individualism, tradition and change, xacial expression, and even politics are diferentiated by this contextuality. And I think
it is in these realms, not mastery ox Ennglish qua Ennglish, that Japanese learners xace their greatest difculty, not the least because it is easy to underestimate howi deep and comprehensive these seemingly
gradual and subjective diferences are. But in addition, by our tendency to take xor granted, as wie all do,
that these xactors are not important in the plain business ox learning to make a xewi simple sentences,
something even children can do, makes it more difcult to observe and amass the necessary means and
tools to combat these xormidable obstacles. This leads to eloquent paradoxes ox eloquence, such as, "I
can't speak Ennglish, she said, in perxect Ennglish."
In each ox these areas, each proxoundly important to any human's sense ox place and belonging, Japanese and Ennglish are pulled apart and separated by a gulx. Teake xacial expression. Until recently received
wiisdom wias that xacial expressions xor basic emotions, like the smile that evokes happiness, wiere "universally" recognized;4 recent research has showin that in xact, Western Caucasians and Enast Asians actually recognize and express emotions diferently, wiith Enastern Asians prexerentially using eye motions to
register emotions in wiays that wie wiould express throughout our xacial xeatures. 5 This may not to say
that stereotypes ox fat afect or overemotionalism oten ascribed to certain nationalities are valid, but
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howi difcult it is to change the wiay our xace refects wihat wie wiish to communicate. Teo say something
meaningxul and emotional wiithout showiing afect is just as hard xor a wiesterner as it wiould be xor a Japanese person to say something banal wihile exuding emotion. And yet this xeat ox magic this is exactly
wihat it xeels like wihen one incarnates into a newi language role.
Howi does one manage to make this leap then, xrom one context to anotherp As a speaker ox several
languages, I have alwiays xelt that my personality changes as I use one or the other. In Ennglish I xeel as
though I am outgoing, gregarious and expressive, but in Japanese I xeel curt and gruf. Neo doubt much ox
this is a refection ox my difering mastery or education wiith respect to these, but also, I xeel, refects the
wiay the actual phonology, rhythm, tempo, pitch ox their linguistic music afects me. All the polyglot
xriends I have knowin and been able to relate the preceding have concurred.
7. Inside Out and Outside In
Observing xor many years as my students climb, swiim, and dive over the difering landscapes ox their
mother tongue and their adopted one, I xeel that Japanese is an Outside In language, wihere one's atention is on the outside, and one looks in, wihereas Ennglish is contrarily Inside Out. Like passengers on a
train, Ennglish speakers live wiithin the textual train they construct, moving along, and glancing occasionally to the outside wiorld xor a clue as to wihere they are. For Japanese the outside wiorld is alwiays present
as support, as on a boat, and one steers gently wiith a push here and a push there, alwiays awiare that
wiaves may carry you. In the end, one may reach a destination, or one may drit, aimlessly aimxul. I don't
mean that Japanese people experience Japanese this wiay, but that wihen they speak Ennglish, in their dis tinctly Japanese wiay, it evokes this image in me as listener.
8. Reading xor Meaning
One ox the most predominant challenges xor Japanese people wihen reading Ennglish out loud is learning to read xor meaning. Ox course, I mean more than just that they struggle interpreting the leters,
wiords, and sentences. I read Japanese very slowily, so the frst try is alwiays unintelligible. But ix I reread
a passage enough, and make clear the meaning in my mind ox not only each part, but ox the meaning
wiithin the text ox the passage, I can make a reasonable atempt at natural sounding Japanese, i.e. speak ing as the Japanese do. The key is to remain frm in reading to convey meaning, not as repeating wiords.
Ix I can reach the point wihere my students can understand this conceptually, almost alwiays they reach a
point wihere they get it. I insist they xorm a clear mental image ox wihat they are reading. Meore than once
my students, ater receiving this explanation, and rereading the text have gasped in surprise at hearing
themselves reading fuently. One ox the interesting things that oten happens in this instance is that the
apparent emotionless and fatness ox the typical Japanese reading suddenly gives wiay to a clear emotivity that seems to come xrom inside. I can literally hear the image they are xorming in their mind. What is
inside comes out. Neaturally, this requires a lot ox support and practice, and is not easy to repeat. But having done it once, I fnd students suddenly have a certain confdence they wiill be able speak Ennglish.
9. A Zero Kind ox Eucellence
This brings me howiever to a xurther problem that oten plagues Japanese speakers. Ambition. The
need xor perxection.to be error xree. This bugbear is the bane ox many a Japanese person's existence.
They wiant so badly to speak perxect Ennglish - fuent, impeccable, native Ennglish, and xeel a sense ox xailure, ater years ox study at not being able to do so. This leads to eloquent paradoxes ox eloquence, such
as, "'I can't speak Ennglish,' she said, 'in perxect Ennglish.'"
Neowi, it is true that wie also strive xor perxection and mastery. But xor us, perxection is a mater ox ex cellence.but xor Japanese perxection is a kind ox zero-state, neither too much or too litle. Enxcellence is a
product ox our wiestern conception ox individual achievement, and ox standing out, being outstanding,
rising above or beyond one's surroundings, a linear progression, wihereas in japan one strives xor just the
opposite, to fnd perxect nonlinear harmony wiith the environment, to reach a blended and invisible unblemished purity, as inscrutable as a koan. Howiever, having this conception ox perxection ingrained
wiithin one's psyche becomes the very obstacle to achieving wihat one desires, xor Ennglish, by its structure and by its cultural roots, can only be perxected by opening up to the Ennglish wiay ox being.
This is difcult xor Japanese in the true sense; wihile adept at borrowiing wiords, inevitably and underJournal of the Academic Society for Quality of Life
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standably these wiords change their meaning as they begin their lixe as Japanese wiords. Japanese learner
understandably wiorry that they lack sufcient to say wihat they mean. The answier lies not so much in
borrowiing but abandoning, ox leting go ox ones reliance on habits xalsely inculcated through ages ox
memorization ox key phrases devoid ox context and meaning and music.
10.

Questions

In lieu ox or by wiay ox conclusion let me suggest some questions in the spirit ox open inquiry. It is
Bernstein's viewi that:
the form of the social relations...generates distinct linguistic forms or codes and these...transmit the culture".6

I wiould ofer as a corollary that linguistic xorms infuence one's perception and mode ox being in the
wiorld. "A rose is a rose is a rose" goes the phrase, but is a rose xor me the same as the bara that a Japa nese person experiencesp The question is not so much as to wihether the answier is yes or no, xor I wiould
aver that good arguments could be made in either direction, but howi comxortable one xeels wiith each ox
those alternatives. Can wie learn to accept both possibilities being true at the same time. Adopting a newi
linguistic identity requires embracing a certain discomxort and dislocation.the discomxort ox ignorance
in the sense ox not knowiing and being okay that one does not knowi, and seeing, as wie do, the xreedom
in that. This is a deeply personal change that takes time and involves selx refection and awiareness, but it
is a change that has innumerable rewiards.
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